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FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION OF
THE PARABOLIC p-LAPLACIAN*
JOHN W. BARRETTt AND W. B. LIUt:
Abstract. In this paper the authors consider the continuous piecewise linear finite element
approximation in space of the following problem:
Given p 6 (1, cx), f and u0; find u such that
ut V.(IVu[p-2Vu) W f in ft (0, T],
u 0 on Oft (0, T],
(, 0) 0(x) V ,
whereftcRd,d---1 or 2.
The authors analyse the semidiscrete approximation and a fully discrete approximation using the
backward Euler time discretisation, obtaining error bounds which improve on those in the literature.
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1. Introduction. Let ft be a bounded domain in Rd, d I or 2 with a Lipschitz
boundary in the case d 2. Given p E (1, oc), f, and u0, we consider the following
problem--the parabolic p-Laplacian:
Find u such that
and
?t .(lulp-2u) -}- f in a x (0, T],
u=O on Of/ x (O, T]
0)  0(x) v x e a.
This problem occurs in many mathematical models of physical processes: for
example, nonlinear diffusion and filtration, see [13], and non-Newtonian flows, see
[1]. It is the purpose of this paper to analyse the continuous piecewise linear finite
element approximation of the above problem. Of course, one can study more general
boundary conditions, the presence of lower-order terms in the differential operator
as well as higher space dimensions. However, for ease of exposition we consider just
the problem outlined above, even though most of our results can be adapted to more
general problems. We note that due to the degenerate nature of the elliptic operator
if p
-
2, which leads to limited regularity of the solution u, see 6, there is little point
in using higher-order elements. Glowinski and Marrocco [6] analysed the steady state
case. With uh denoting the finite element approximation and assuming u E W2’p(Ft),
they proved that IIu- uhllwl,p(a) was bounded above by Ch, where a 1/(3- p)
if p e (1, 2] and a 1/(p 1) if p e [2, oc). Under the same assumptions, these error
bounds were improved to c p/2 if p (1, 2] and c 2/p if p [2, oc), by exploiting
the asssociated minimisation properties for u and uh by Tyukhtin [15land Chow [5].
Recently in [2] we proved an optimal, Ch, error bound for Ilu-uhllwl,p(a) in the case
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p E (1,2] under the stronger regularity requirement u E W3’1() C1C2’(2-p)/P(-). For
the case p (2, oo) we proved the Tyukhtin [15] and Chow [5] result, under the
relaxed regularity requirement u H2() gl Wl’(t). If in addition f L () and
Ill >- / for some positive constant , we proved in [2] an optimal, Ch, bound for
Ilu--uhllwl,l(r). See 6 for conditions on the data to ensure that the above regularity
requirements on u are achieved.
The only paper, to our knowledge, that analyses the discretisation error for the
parabolic problem is Wei [16]. In this paper it is shown that the backward Euler dis-
cretisation in time-continuous piecewise linear finite elements in space approximation
(see (ph,At) in 4) is such that for n 1
--
N with NAt T
(1) It(’, nat) un(.)IL2() . C[h1/2(p-1) -f- (/kt)l/2],
under the assumptions p (2, oo), u E C([0, T]; W2’p(t)) and f" [0, T]-- L2() is
Lipschitz continuous.
It is the purpose of this paper to improve on this error bound. For example, under
weaker regularity assumptions on u we can replace h1/2(p-1) on the right-hand side
of (1) by h. In addition, we extend this result to the case p (1, 2) and prove error
bounds for the gradient of u.
Throughout this paper we adopt the standard notation wm’q(D) for Sobolev
spaces on a domain D with norm I1" IIW".q(D) and seminorm ]. IW,,q(D). We note that
I’IWI,q(D) and II’][WI.q(D) are equivalent on W’q(D) {v Wl’q(D) v 0 on OD}.
When q 2 we write wm’2(D) H’(D). We denote by LS(0, T; wm’q(D)) the Ba-
nach space of L functions from (0, T) into W’’q(D) with norm IIVI[Ls(O,T;Wm.(D)) =--
(fOT IIv(t)[[V,,q(D dt) 1/s for s [1, oo) with the standard modification for s oo.
We will often write IVlLs(O,T;W,.(D)) to denote (f0T Iv(t)]V,,,(D) dt) 1/. Similarly,
one can define HI(0, T; wm’q(D)) and Ck([O,T]; wm’q(D)) (see, for example, [10]).
Throughout, C denotes a generic positive constant independent of the mesh parameter
h. In some cases the parameters on which C depends may be displayed as arguments.
The layout of this paper is as follows: In the next section we study the weak
formulation of the parabolic p-Laplacian and gather together some key results for
later use. In 3 we prove an abstract error bound for the continuous-in-time finite
element approximation (semidiscrete). In 4 we prove an abstract error bound for
the fully discrete approximation using the backward Euler discretisation in time. In
5 we deduce explicit error bounds for these approximations under certain regularity
requirements on u. Finally, in 6 we discuss these regularity requirements.
2. Preliminaries. We make the following assumptions on the data:
(A) f C([0, T]; L2(fl)) and u0 E W’P(fl).
Setting V W’P(f), the weak formulation of the parabolic p-Laplacian problem
is then as follows:
(P) Find u L(0, T; V)V)HI(O,T;L2()) such that for almost every t (0, T]
u(O) uo.
It is a simple matter to show that under assumptions (A) there exists a unique
solution to (P) and from imbedding u e C([O,T];L2()). For example, one can
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adapt the argument in [16], where it is shown that if, in addition to (A) f is Lipschitz
continuous in time and V.(IVuo]p-2Vuo) E L2(), then there exists a unique solution
to (P) for p e (2,), u e C([0, T];V), and ut e C([O,T];L2()). We have the
following stability result.
LEMMA 2.1. Under assumptions (A) the unique solution u of (P) is such that
,U plUt I2L’(O,T;L (Ft)
<_ C(p) Ifl(O,T;L.()) / I01v,,()].
Proof. The result (2) follows immediately by choosing v ut in (P), in a distribu-
tional sense, integrating in time over (0, s), s (0, T]; and noting that
d
d--- [ / IVulP I P /a ]Vulp-2Vu’Vut"
We now state two lemmas, both of which are the key to our improved error
bounds. The first one is proved in [2]. However, we give a proof for completeness.
LEMMA 2.2. For all p (1, cx) and >_ 0 there exist positive constants CI(p, d)
and C2(p, d) such that for all , 7] Rd, d >_ 1,
(3)
and
(4)
Proof. We first prove (3) with 6 0. For any , 7] Rd let
F(, V) I- vl(ll + I1)"-"
We wish to prove that F is bounded. For any e > 0 F is continuous on D {(, 7])
Rd x Rd I- 711 >- e and I1 + Il <- -1}. Furthermore, with A a d x d orthogonal
matrix it follows that for all (, 7]) Rd x Rd
(5) F(, v) F(V, ), F(A, AT]) F(, 7]) and F(0, 7]) < C.
Therefore, without loss of generality we can suppose that , r] 0. Then F can be
rewritten as
I1 IwI I1’-
I1 I:1 N )p-2
We can further assume from (5) that /ll- el (1, 0,..., 0)T and [7]l/ll < 1. It
follows that F(, 7]) will be bounded if 7]/1] does not tend to el. It remains to show
that limsupn/ll_el F(, 7]) < .
If 1 e <_ 17]1/[1 <- 1 for some e G (0, 1), then there exists a constant C such that
1117]1
-< (]] + 17]]) 2 -< C1[17]1. Then it follows, since [117]1- .r/<_ I 711 2, that
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Consequently, one has that (3) holds for 5 0. On the other hand for all , r/E Rd
and > 0 we have that
I 1(11 +
that is, (3) holds for all k 0.
Similarly, (4) holds for 0, since there exists a constant C such that
Ilp-2 -Ivlp-av).(
k c[(ll- II) 2 + 2(lll]- ,)]([lp-2 + Il)p-2
cl vl2(l] + Il)p-2.
In addition we have %r all , Rd and k 0 that
I- 12(ll + Il)p-2 k I- 12+(ll + Il)p--
and hence (4) holds %r all
Remark 2.1. The inequality (3) was proved in [6] for p G (1, 2] with 5 2-p and
for p [2, ) with 5 0; similarly, (4) for p
with 5 p- 2. This version of the above lemma was used by Wei [16] to produce the
error bound (1). Our generalisation plays a key role in obtaining our improved error
bounds.
LEMMA 2.3. For all p (1, ) there exists an o such that for all a, a, a2 0
and for all (0,
() (a +)-1 (a + )’- + C(-1) (a + )’-.
Proof. Consider first the case p E (1, 2]. Then we have that
(7) (a + a1)p-20.1cr2 <_ (a / a2)p-2a22 for 0 0"1 0"2,
since (a + a)P-2a is monotonically increasing for a k 0. On the other hand,
(a + 1)P-2GIG2 (a + G1)(P-2)/2G1 (a + a)(P-)/a
(8) [(a + ffl)P--2 + e-(a + a2)P-2a]/2
for0a2alandV>0.
Hence the desired result (6) holds for p (1, 2].
We now consider the case p > 2. Clearly, (7) still holds. On the other hand, we
have that for sufficiently small (, p)
(a + a1)P-21ff2 2p-2(1/(p-1)l)P-1(-l2)
< 2p-2[(p 1)(1/(p-1)1)P + (-I2)P]/p() (a + 1)-: + c(-) (a + :)’-:i
for 0 aal,
and
(10)
Hence the desired result (6) holds for p e (2,
(a + o1)P-20.10.2
_
2p-2 (’a(p-2)/2al)
2p-3 (,),a(P-2)/20.1)2 / (9/-la(P-2)/20.2)2
_<e (a + 0.1)P-20.12 / C(e-1) (a / 0.2)P-20"22
for 0 <_ al<_ a.
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3. Semidiscrete approximation. Let Vh be a finite dimensional subspace of
V. Then the corresponding semidiscrete approximation to (P) is:
(ph) Find uh E HI(0, T; Vh) such that for almost every t E (0, T]
/ uht vh 4- / lvuhlp-2vuh.Vvh / fvh V Vh vh
where uho Vh is an approximation to u0.
It is easy to establish the existence of a unique solution to (ph) and that uh
CI([0, T]; Yh) under the assumptions (A) by adapting the argument for (P), i.e., the
argument in [16]; and we have also the following analogue of Lemma2.1.
LEMMA 3.1. Under assumptions (A) the unique solution uh of (ph) is such that
(11)
THEOREM 3.2. Under assumptions (A) the unique solutions u and uh of (P) and
(ph), respectively, are such that for any vh Lq(o,T; vh),q max(p, 2),
(12) ()
Proof. Setting e =- u-uh we have from (P) and (ph) that for any vh
L2(0, T; Vh) and for any s (0, T]
(13)
Noting that for all , r/ Rd
(14) (1[ + It/l)/2 <_ ([c_ r/I + I/I <_ 2(1 + It/l),
it follows from (3) and (4) with 5 0, (2), and (11) that
(15)
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The desired result (12) then follows from (6).
Remark 3.1. Equation (12) is the parabolic analogue of the key abstract error
bound for the steady state case proved in [2]: for any vh E Vh
(16)
Iwl + Iv( -
< Iwl + Iv( v )l v )l
This result was proved in [2] using Lemma 2.2 and by exploiting the associated min-
imisation properties of u and uh. Tyukthin [15] and Chow [5], using the restricted
version of this lemma as proved in [6] (see Remark 2.1), obtain (16) with the IVu
term missing from the right-hand side in the case p E (1, 2] and from the left-hand
side in the case p (2, oc). It is the presence of this term that leads to our optimal
error bounds in the steady state case as discussed in the introduction.
The key difference in the parabolic case is the absence of the corresponding min-
imisation properties for u and uh. This is overcome by Lemma 2.3, which of course
can be used in the steady state case as well, thus removing the need for there to be a
corresponding minimisation principle to obtain improved error bounds.
Before proving explicit error bounds for the semidiscrete approximation, we prove
an abstract error bound for a fully discrete approximation.
4. Fully discrete approximation. We now consider the following fully discrete
approximation of (P), the backward Euler discretisation applied to (ph):
(ph,At) Let At T/N, then for n 1
-
N, find Un Vh such that
Ill Un Un-1 /fl --Ill fnvh vh hAt vh
--
]vunlp-2vun’vvh V V
U0 u,
where fn(.) f (., nat).
It is easy to establish the existence of a unique solution to (ph,At) (see, for
example, [16]), and we have also the following analogue of Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1.
}n=0 of( )isLEMMA 4.1. Under assumptions (A) the unique solution {Un N ph,At
such that
(17)
N
n=l
Un Un-1
At + max IUnlvn=l--N
At Ifnl(n) + luohll,,(n)
n--1
Proof. From the convexity of I’, see (4), we have that for all , r Ra
(18)
The result (18) follows immediately by choosing vh (Un- un-1)/At in the first
equation of (ph,At), summing from n 1 M, M 1 --. N, and noting (18). Cl
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For the purposes of the error analysis it is convenient to introduce
(19) (t-tn-1)un +g(t) =_ zxt (tn- t)un_ t [tn--1, tn] n-- 1 --, N,At
(20) U(t) =-- Un t e (tn-1, tn] n- 1 --, N,
and
(21) f(t) fn t e (tn-l,tn] n= l --, N,
where tn nat. Then (ph,At) can be restated: for almost every t E (0, T]
(3) u(0) .
It follows from (18) that
(24) I ]<_ C(p) AtE Ifn[(n) + lU0h pn=l
and hence that
n=l --1(25)
As in [16] we make the the following extra assumption on the data:
(B) f: [0, T]- L2() is Lipschitz continuous.
THEOREM 4.2. Under assumptions (A) and (B) the unique solutions uh and U
of (ph) and (Ph’At), respectively, are such that
u g[c(0,;()) + []w + ]v( v) ]’-v( )]
()
c(tl,()) t.
Proof. Setting E uh- V and uh- , we have from (ph) and (22), (23)
on choosing vh that for any s e (0, T],
(27)
where we have noted (11), (24), (25), and assumption (B). The desired result,
(26), then follows from applying (4) and (14) to the left-hand side of the above
equation.
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5. Error bounds. In this section we deduce explicit error bounds from the ab-
stract bounds (12) and (26). Let fh be an approximation to defined by gth
UTETh, where Th is a triangulation of th into regular d-simplices, each of maximum
diameter bounded above by h. Let {Pj }jJ=l be the vertices associated with this tri-
angulation. We assume that (i) Pj E Oh == Pj 0" and (ii) t is convex so that
Associated with Th are the finite dimensional spaces
(28) sh {X C(--) X r is linear V T Th}
and
(29) and X I\H 0}.
Let rh C(fh) Sh denote the interpolation operator such that for any w C(Fth)
rhW Sh satisfies (rhw)(Pj) w(Pj) j 1
-
J. We recall the following standard
approximation results. For m 0 or 1 and for all T Th we have that:
(a) for q, s [1, oc], provided W2’S()C wm’q(’)
(30) Iw- hwlw,() Ch=-’+d(z--)lwlw,() V w W2’(T)
and
(b) for q > d
(3)
In (30) we noted the imbedding W2’1(-) C C() (see, for example, [8, p. 300]).
As S0h c Wl’(gt), we can choose Vh --_ Sho For ease of exposition we make the
following assumption:
(c) ifp (1, 2), then u0 W2’p(Ft).
It immediately follows from assumptions (A) and (C) and (30), (31) that one can
choose
(32) Uoh huo and _< c.
THEOREM 5.1. Under assumptions (A) and (C) the unique solutions u and uh
of (P) and (ph), with yh Sho and uho 7rhUO, are such that we have the following:
(a) if p e (1,2) and u e L2(0, T; W2’p()), then
(33) lU Uh 2 L2(O,T;WI’P(Fth))IC([O,TI;L2(flh)) + Ilu-uhll 2 < ChP;
(b) ifp (2, oc) and u e L2(O,T;H())nL(O,T;WI’()), then
(34) Itt uh 2 + < Ch
Proof. Under the assumptions for both (a) and (b) we can choose vh rhU in
(12). Since vh S = vh =_ 0 on fl\fh, it also follows that (13) and hence (12) hold
with gt replaced by th. Finally, on setting e =_ u- uh and taking into consideration
equations (30)-(32), we have the following inequalities:
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Case (a)"
(35)
C([O,T];L2(ah)) + C h([lV + VEI]-I[[v +
[e[([0,T];L(e)) + C(]U[L(O,T;W,(e)), [uh[L(O,T;W,,(n)))
c [w + Iv( )]-lv( )
+ c [lu ,lc(o.r;c(a)) + luo
2C [[n hnl.(o.r;.,(a,)) + lu ulc(o.r;(a)) + ]uo ,uol(a.)]
Ch[+e(-)lChp + Ch+a(-5) +
Ch,
where we have applied a Holder inequality and noted (2), (11), and that p > d/2
2+d(- ) >p.
Case (b)"
(36)
Finally, we note from a Poincar6 inequality that for all r,s E (1, oc), for all
w E Lr(0, T; W’S(Ft)), and for all wh,wh2 Lr(O,T;S), that
I1 lll}_,,-(o,:r;w,,(a,,)) -< CIIw(37)
The desired result, (33), then follow8 from (35) and (37), with w , w uh
and w ru. Similarly, (34) follow8 from bound8 (37) and (37) and noting that
THEOREM 5.2. Under assumptions (A), (B), and (C), the unique solutions u
and U of (P) and (ph,ZXt), with Vh Sho and uho 7rhUO, are such that we have the
following:
(a) if p e (1,2) and u e L2(O,T; W2’p()), then
(38) I- uI 2 .(O,T;W,,(.))c([o,rl;(a.)) + I1-11 < C(h + At);
(b) ilp e (.,o) and u e L:(O,T;H:(a))nL(O,T;Wl,(a)), then
(39) lu- UI([0,TI;L(f.)) + Ilu- U[IL.(O,T;W,,.(a.,))^ p <_ C(h2 + At).
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1, (26) yields the following outcomes:
Case (a)"
(40)
where we have noted (11) and (24).
Case (b)"
T
(41) ]uh UI([O,TI.L2(ah) + h[]Vuh + IV(Uh )l]p-2]V(uh )[2
< CAt.
Hence the desired results, (38) and (39), follow from combining (33) with (40), and
(34) with (41), respectively.
In order to obtain h2 in place of hp in the error bounds (33) and (38) for the
case p E (1, 2), we exploit the presence of the IVul term on the right-hand side in the
abstract error bound (12) (see Remark 3.1).
THEOREM 5.3. Under assumptions (A) and (C) the unique solutions u and uh
of(P) and (ph), with Vh Sho anduho =_ rhUO, are such that if p (1,2) and
u LP(O,T;C2,(2-P)/P()N w3’l()) N L2(O,T;H2()), then
(42) lu uh 2IC([O,T];L.()) + Ilu--uhlI(O,T;W,()) <-- Ch2"
Furthermore, under the additional assumption (B) the unique solution U of (ph’At),
with Vh =- Sho and uho hUO, is such that
(43) I ul(i0,l;..(.)) + I1 ,,(.))_II(0,;w < c(h + t).
Proof. From (35) we have that
(44)
We now adapt an argument used in [2] for the steady state case. For almost every
t (O,T) u(t) C,(2-P)/P() it follows from (30) that for all T Th and for all
xEY
(45)
IV(u- rhU)(x, t)l <_ ChIH[u](t)]L()
<_ Ch H[u](x, t) + Ch2/plu(t)lc2,(2-p)/p(),
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where H[u] is the Euclidean norm of the Hessian of u. It is easy to check that the
function (a) (a + a)P-2a2 with a _> 0 is increasing on [0, ) and hence that
(lal +a21) _< 2[(la11)+ (la21)] for all a,a2 e R. Therefore, it follows from (45)
that
(46)
Setting wi ux we have that
(47)
In addition we have for g E LP(O,T; W2’(Ft)) and for 1 d that
(48) < c,
where ni is the ith component of the outward unit normal to/) and we have applied
the trace inequality II.llil(Oa <_ CII" IIwl,l(a) Combining (44), (46), (47), and (48)
and noting (37) yields the desired result (42). Combining (42) and (40) yields the
desired result (43).
Remark 5.1. Finally we note that if there exists a region
{x e a IVu(x,t)l >_ e for almost everyte (0, T)},
then one can improve on the error bound for the gradient of u in the case where
p (2, oo). With Fth fh th and under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1(b) we
have on adapting (37) that
ep-2 [u uhl2L.(O,T;,,(i,)) <_ [IVU + ]V(u uh)IIP-21V(U uh)l 2 <_ Ch2.
h
6. Regularity. In this final section we discuss the regularity requirements on u
in order for the error bounds, derived in the previous section, to hold. Unfortunately,
such results are not available at present in the literature, but it is an active area of
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research worldwide. We discuss first the steady state problem with a general Dirichlet
boundary condition.
Given p E (1, oc), f E L2(), and g WI,p(), find u WI,p() such that
u g on 0f and
(49)
It is easily deduced (see [6], for example) that there exists a unique solution to (49)
and
(50) Ilullw () < C[ If 1/(p-1),, L-() + Ilgllw,,()].
In one dimension and for the radially symmetric problem, it is a simple matter
to establish some sharp regularity results for the solution u.
LEMMA 6.1. If d 1 or Ft {x R2 :lzl < c}, with g, C R, and
f(x) =_ f(Ixl), then the unique solution u of (49) is such that the following holds.
/f p E (1, 2), then
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
d 1 = IIllH(a) < c[ Ifl 1/(p-1)L(a) +
L(a) + Igl];
d-2fLq(), q>2; = uH2(ft);
f wl’q(-); q _> 1 if d 1, q > 1 if d 2; = u W3’1([).
If p (1, 3/2], then
(55) f C’/(), [0, 1], = u e C2’z().
If p e [3/2, 2), then
(56) f.e C’Z(), [0, (2- p)/(p- 1)], = u C2’().
If p (2, oc then
(57) f C(f), f(F) changes sign only
a finite number of times,
=: U ( W2’1();
(58) f e L(a) u CI’I/(p-1)(-).
Proof. The results (53)-(58) are established in [2]. The results (51) and (52)
follow in a similar way. For example, if d 1 it is easily deduced that
(59) IIllw (a) < C[ Ill 1/(p-1)=(a) + Il(a)] and Ixl [[l-[fll/(p- 1).
Therefore, combining the above yields the result (51).
(se). n
Similar arguments yield
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By choosing f -= F to be a constant, it can be seen that (56) and (58) are sharp.
A similar limit to the regularity of u for p E (1, 3/2) can also be established. Hence
the unique solution of (49) has limited regularity for infinitely smooth data f, g, and
ft. We note that for some data, e.g., d 2 and f F constant, one can improve on
(57) by establishing that u E H2(fl).
For the general two-dimensional steady state problem (49) Lieberman [9] has
proved that if Oft C1’, g is a trace of a function C1’() for a, 3’ (0, 1), and
f L(ft), then u E CI’Z() for some/ (0, 1). Some local H2 regularity results
were established in [14]. Furthermore, sharp local regularity results in Holder as well
as Sobolev norms for the case f 0 were established in [7] using the powerful theory
of quasiregular mappings. Unfortunately, global regularity results on the second and
third derivatives of u, required for our finite element error bounds, do not exist in the
literature.
Recently we established the following result.
LEMMA 6.2. If either (i) Oft C2 and g H2(ft) or (ii) ft is convex and g O,
then the unique solution u of (49) is such that
(60) p (1, 2)& f E Lq(ft), q > 2, =, u e H2(f),
(61) p (2, oc) & f 0 :: u e H2(ft).
Proof. For a full proof, see [11]. A key step in the proof is the establishment of
the following result"
(62)
The above is the analogue of (59) and is based on an H(ft) a priori estimate for
the solution of a linear elliptic equation in the plane with only L(Ft) coetficients.
Unfortunately, W2,p(a) estimates of this type, in which I1" IIH(a) and I1" IlL’(a> in (62)
are replaced by I1" I[w.,(a) and II" [ILp(a), are not available in the literature. S
Using the sharp local regularity results of [7] and maximum principles we estab-
lished in [12] the following result.
LEMMA 6.3. Let p (, 2), 0f C’1, f O, and 9 W3’r(f) VI C2’(2-P)/P(),
r E (1,p]. In addition, let 9 be such that its tangential derivative along Oft, 9 satisfies
[g(xo)l > O, if xo Of and g(xo) is not a global extremum of g on Of. Then the
unique solution u of (49) is such that u W3’r(f)A C:’(2-P)/P(). rl
Therefore, from the above results we see that for some data f, g, and gt we
have that u Wa,l(f)Cl C2,(2-P)/P() if p (1,2) and u E H2(ft)C? wl’(ft)if
p (2, oc). Hence our optimal order error bounds for the continuous piecewise linear
finite element approximation of (49) hold (see 1).
We now discuss the parabolic problem (g). Chen and DiBenedetto in [4] have
proved that if Oft C1’, a (0, 1), and f L(O,T;L(ft)), then Vu E C( x
(0, T]) for some (0, 1). However, as for the steady state case, the regularity results
that we require are not available in the literature. We have the following results.
LEMMA 6.4. Let p (1,2) and the assumptions (A) and (B) hold. In addition
we assume that 7.(lTu01P-27t0) e L2(f). Then the unique solution u of (P) is such
that ut e C([0, T], n2()) L2(0, T; Wl’(ft)).
Proof. We note that under the above assumptions Wei [16] proved in the case
where p e (2, oc) that u e C([0, T], Wl’p(ft)) and ut e C([0, T], L2(ft)). It is a simple
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matter to extend the proof to p E (1, oo). Then formally differentiating (P) with
respect to t yields
Multiplying the above by ut, integrating over f (0, s), s E (0, T], and performing
integration by parts yields
1So"io
Hence it follows that for all s (0, T]
()
lut(s)l(a) + (p- 1) Ix7ul,-lX7utl < c[ lut(o)l(a) + [ftlLX(O,s;L(a))].
It follows from a Holder inequality, as p (1, 2), that
(64) lutl2n(O,T;Wl,(a)) < Clul2-" IX7ul"-lVu<l.Loo(O,T;W.v())
Justifying the formal rgument above in the standard way it follows.from (63), (64),
our assumptions, and (2) that ut
LEMMA 6.5. Let the assumptions of Lemma 6.4 hold. Sf d 1, then the unique
ottio of (P) h that L(O, T; H()). If {z R I1 < C), th
C a, f(x) V(Ixl) and o(x) U0(Ixl), th th iq ottion of (P) ch
that e L(O, T; W"()).
Proof. It follows from (51) that for lmost every t e (0, T]
iI/(-1) 1/(-1)(65) II(t)ll.:() < c[ If(t),:() + I<(t)l L(a)
The desired result for d 1 then follows from our assumptions and Lemma 6.4.
A similar rgument using the bound (52) yields the desired result in the radially
symmetric case.
LEMMA 6.6. In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 6.4, we assume that either
C or is convex. Then ifp [,2) and f L(O,T;LeI(p-4)()), the unique
ottion u of (P) s ch that L(O, T; H(a)).
Poof. For lmot every t e (0, T] we hve from (6) that
II(t)ll.:() C IIW(t)l-;(f(t) +
(66) Cl(t)lw,,.() If(t)l./<.->() +
where we have applied a Holder inequality, noting that p > 4/3. The desired re-
sult then follows from our assumptions, (2), Lemma 6.4, nd the observation that
WI’p() C L2pI(3p-4)() for p
Above we have exhibited a general class of data which leads to the solution u of (P)
satisfying the regularity requirements of Theorems 5.1(a) and 5.2(a). Unfortunately,
we do not have .similar results for the requirements of Theorems 5.1(b), 5.2(b), and
5.3. Below we just state some solutions that do achieve the required regularity.
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Consider the one-dimensional problem
ut (luxIp-2ux) x e (0, 1), t e (0, 1];
(67) u(x, O) uo(x), x e (0, 1),
t(0, t) gl(t), t(1, t) g2(t), t e (0, 1].
If p (1, 2), then for an appropriate choice of u0, g, and g2
(68) u(x, t) (3 x t.
is the unique solution of (67).
If p G (2, oc), then for an appropriate choice of u0, g, and g
(69) (z,t)= (z+t-1) ifz+t [1,2],
is the unique solution of (67).
Setting (0, 1) and T 1, we see immediately that (68) is infinitely smooth on
x [0, T] and hence satisfies the regularity requirement for Theorem g.a. In addition,
we note that lu(x,t)l C > 0 for all (x,t) a x [0, T] and thus (67) does not
degenerate in this case.
A simple cMculation yields that (69) is such that u L(0, T; WI’())
L2(0,T; H2()), the regularity requirement for Theorems 5.1(5) and 5.2(5), if p e
(2,4). Note that (69) satisfies the regularity requirement for Wei’s result (1), u e
C([0, T]; W2’()) only if p e (2, 2 + 2). In addition, we note that (67) does degen-
erate in this case.
Finally, we note that alternative explicit solutions can be found in [3], where
similarity solutions u(x, t) U(]x], t) N(() with x]t-/p are constructed for
the parabolic p-Laplacian, p (1, ), with f 0. It is easily established that these
solutions have essentially the same regularity for p (1, 2) and p (2, ) as (68) and
(69), respectively.
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